
I will definitely keep a stay in Bulgaria in my memory, as it was incredibly pleasant. First of all, I've 

met lots of amazing people with whom I keep in touch. I've explored their culture: tasty food, 

interesting history, music and trwditional dances. I had an opportunity to do it  during a week full of 

various activities. What I've enjoyed the most was a trip to Veliko Tarnovo where I've taken lots of 

pictures of breathtaking landscapes, medieval architecture and some nice murals in the newer part 

of the city. Another thing I liked a lot , were evenings that we've spent together with all students not 

only from Bulgaria but also Portugal, Italy, Germany and Spain, having fun and getting to know 

each other. After all these great days, it was really hard to say goddbye during a formal diner full of 

dancing, eating and finally hugs and tears. Now I can't wait to welcome my friends from Bulgaria in 

Poland and I hope they will have as much fun here as I've had there. 

 

 

*********************** 

 

 

We started our journey about 1am in Sunday 23.03., then we flew from Warsaw to Wien, and then 

to Bucharest. At 4 pm we were in Turgovishte. We met our hosts and other students.  

On Monday  we met all people who take part in Comenius, we visited school and played volleyball 

with teenagers. After that we walked around Turgovishte. In the afternoon every participants visited 

a dairy factory, where we could see how to make cheese and we wore funny protective clothing. In 

the evening we presented our national food. 

On Tuesday we come to Monastery, Balchik Botanical gardens and Varna. We could see Black Sea 

and many beautiful views. 

On Wednesday  we made a calendar made of photos which show special events in each country. 

Then we show our videos. First place come to Iwona. In the afternoon we hiking in the mountains, 

ate lunch and played some sport games. 

All Thursday we spent in Veliko Tarnovo- very beautiful city in the mountains with old town. In 

many old buildings were creative graffiti.  

On Friday we made traditional dolls- Martenitsa which are put on trees on 1
st
 March every year. At 

about 12 o’clock was summation of whole week activities and we got certificates . In the afternoon 

we come to local culture house to see traditional dances and sings. In the evening we took part in 

official dinner. And in midnight started returning to Poland. 

That week was full of new experiences with culture and language. That was funny when I 

understood many Bulgarians words. Bulgarian is quite similar to Polish. Bulgarians’ are very 

superstitions. The city didn’t look modern and rich, but people were so nice ! I made friends with 

my host and her family, they are amazing. I’d love to visit Bulgaria again and I’m looking forward 

to revisit in October  

 

 

*********************** 

 

 

We started our journey about 1am in Saturday 22.03., then we flew from Warsaw to Wien, and then 

to Bucharest. At 4 pm we were in Turgovishte. We met our hosts and other students.  

On Monday  we met all people who take part in Comenius, we visited school and played volleyball 

with teenagers. After that we walked around Turgovishte. In the afternoon every participants visited 

a dairy factory, where we could see how to make cheese and we wore funny protective clothing. In 

the evening we presented our national food. 

On Tuesday we come to Monastery, Balchik Botanical gardens and Varna. We could see Black Sea 

and many beautiful views. 

On Wednesday  we made a calendar made of photos which show special events in each country. 

Then we show our videos. First place come to Iwona. In the afternoon we hiking in the mountains, 



ate lunch and played some sport games. 

All Thursday we spent in Veliko Tarnovo- very beautiful city in the mountains with old town. In 

many old buildings were creative graffiti.  

On Friday we made traditional dolls- Martenitsa which are put on trees on 1
st
 March every year. At 

about 12 o’clock was summation of whole week activities and we got certificates . In the afternoon 

we come to local culture house to see traditional dances and sings. In the evening we took part in 

official dinner. And in midnight started returning to Poland. 

That week was full of new experiences with culture and language. That was funny when I 

understood many Bulgarians words. Bulgarian is quite similar to Polish. Bulgarians’ are very 

superstitions. The city didn’t look modern and rich, but people were so nice ! I made friends with 

my host and her family, they are amazing. I’d love to visit Bulgaria again and I’m looking forward 

to revisit in October  

 

 

*********************** 

 

 

Comenius project is the best project I have ever participated. Trip to Bulgaria was really great 

experience for me. It gave me a lot of unforgettable memories. I met there many friendly and open 

people. They often wanted to talk with everybody. Thanks to them I improved my English and I 

think that now I feel much better, when I speak this language. It was interesting to taste the typical 

food from these countries.I really like traditional Bulgarian dance and the chance to try it. I admire 

dancers, which can dance it well, because it so difficult. I enjoy visiting so many places in Bulgaria. 

I think the most interesting was trip to Veliko Tarnovo, where we could go for walk through 

interestingly streets and do some shopping. I like our excursion on the Black Sea either.I think that 

the hardest task for everybody was farewell. We had to do this during our formal dinner, which was 

the last point in our stay. I have never forgotten this trip. It was such a good adventure and thanks to 

it I could get to know cultures from several countries.  

 

 


